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Happy Squirrel, India, 2013. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book. The
Kool-5 mystery hunters are a bunch of five spunky youngsters ? Maya, Munch, Jinx, Nano and Dodo,
who live in an urban residential complex. The adventure seekers love to ichillax and play pranks on
iThe Gabbar , the security guard. They also hold secret meetings in their Headquarters ? an old,
abandoned garage ? where they coin Kool new words tank up from the car pantry and brainstorm
over baffling and sometimes dangerous mysteries? Mystery beckons the K-5 when a cute Panda
stuffed toy is mysteriously found inside Jinx s backpack one morning at Central Park. A masked
hoodlum threatens her with dire consequences unless she gives it back. And then there is the little
girl Ria, who has a Kung Fu Panda exactly like the one with Jinx. To everyone s horror, Ria s kid
brother has been kidnapped and there has been an attempted robbery at her house! What is the
connection between the harmless toy and these crimes? The K-5 struggle for an answer to the
puzzle as they find themselves in the midst of the Mystery Of The Kung Fu Panda.
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It is an incredible publication that we have actually read through. It is among the most incredible pdf i actually have study. I am just pleased to let you
know that here is the very best pdf i actually have study in my personal lifestyle and could be he greatest book for possibly.
-- Ms. Linnea  Medhur st I--  Ms. Linnea  Medhur st I

This composed pdf is great. This can be for all those who statte that there was not a well worth looking at. I am just happy to explain how this is actually
the finest pdf we have go through inside my own daily life and could be he greatest publication for ever.
-- Conr a d Hea ney-- Conr a d Hea ney
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